Dodge magnum station wagon

The Dodge Magnum is a nameplate used by several Dodge vehicles, at different times and on
various markets. The name was first applied to a large Chrysler B platform -based 2-door coupe
marketed from to sold in the United States [1] and Canada. From the to the model years, the
nameplate was revived for a station wagon on the rear-wheel drive Chrysler LX platform ,
produced in Canada and sold on the American and Canadian market. In Brazil, the Magnum was
a top of the line version of the local Dodge Dart , produced from to From to Dodge marketed a
sporty two-door K-car as the "Magnum", with an available turbocharger engine from on. The
Magnum was introduced for to supplement the Dodge Charger. The appearance was somewhat
of a rounded off Charger, and was in response to getting a car that would be eligible for
NASCAR that would be more aerodynamic, something that the â€” Charger was not. Styling
features included four rectangular headlights behind retractable clear covers, with narrow opera
windows , and an optional T-bar or power sunroof. The Magnum was well-featured with power
steering, brakes and seats; the suspension included Chrysler's standard adjustable,
longitudinal torsion bars, lower trailing links, and front and rear anti-sway bars. During the start
of the model year, the V8 engine was dropped from the options list as Chrysler stopped
producing big-block V8 engines in production cars during the end of model year. Technology
was advanced for the time with an onboard spark control computer from inception, electronic
ignition, and a lockup torque converter. During the end of the model year, the mid-size B-body
Dodge Magnum along with its mid-size B-body based Chrysler Cordoba counterpart was
discontinued, as was with just the Magnum name itself, in favor of what would become a
smaller, all newly designed, M-body platform based Mirada coupe which also would be shared
along with what would become its M-body platform based Chrysler Cordoba coupe counterpart
as well all during the next four model years â€” Only 3, Dodge Magnum coupes included a
T-Top. Chrysler worked on several car designs to smooth out the current bodied Charger into
something that would be reasonably aerodynamic for the big racetracks and the Magnum
design was settled on in the summer of for use in the racing season. At first it seemed that out
on the tracks the cars ran well with Petty almost winning his Daytona finishing second , and
leading over 30 laps of the Daytona until a blown front tire caused him to wreck. However, the
lack of factory development support of the small-block Chrysler V8 as a race engine was
becoming more of a problem, and in high speed racing traffic the Magnum did not handle well.
Petty was particularly harsh in his criticism of the car - before the season he declared, "The
Magnum is undriveable at MPH. By the latter half of the season, Petty and Neil Bonnett the two
top Mopar teams gave up on the car's inconsistent performance and switched to Chevrolets and
Oldsmobiles , leaving independent drivers Buddy Arrington who bought a few of Petty's
Magnums, along with some parts , Frank Warren , and Country singer Marty Robbins to soldier
on without any substantial factory support Chrysler did provide sheet metal and some engine
parts to teams driving Magnums. The Magnum never enjoyed the racing heritage of its
predecessors, but it was not without its own achievements. Petty scored 7 top five finishes in
his 17 races with the car, and Bonnett won three poles and scored 5 top five finishes with his.
Petty recognized the Magnum with a commemorative decal, depicting his famous number 43
emblazoned on a Magnum for his Fan Appreciation Tour. They were built with minor changes
from the original model, starting in , and were all largely based on the Dart GT and GTS. A
unique fiberglass front fascia that included four headlights to give it a more modern look was
used, while the rear end was very similar to the American Dart the Dart model from the same
year having been identical to the Swinger from USA. The Magnum top of the line was sold as a
separate model from the Dart bottom line , despite being technically almost identical to the Dart.
The Dodge was very well received in Brazil. Today one can find car clubs with many Dodge
coupes in good condition. In , the F-body cars were discontinued in Mexico, as well in the U.
These were very similar to the American Plymouth Gran Fury in appearance and trim, but had
Chrysler's Rallye wheels instead of deluxe wheel covers. All the windows and windshield
chromed metals were painted flat black; only the bumpers and the grille were chromed. The
Mexican Dodge Magnum was offered only for the â€” model years. The K-car based Mexican
Dodge Magnum was a sporty 2-door compact, based on the Dodge Aries coupe body with
blackout â€” Dodge grille in â€” and a blackout â€” Plymouth Caravelle grille in offered from to
with available turbocharger "TurboChrysler" engine from on. When it was introduced, the
Mexican Dodge Magnum Turbo was advertised as "Mexico's fastest car" in the TV commercials
of the time, and it surely was in , when the "Fox" â€”84 5. The Mexican front-wheel drive
Magnum was officially called "Dodge Magnum " between and , as it was a sporty Mexican
variation of the American Dodge of the early eighties without the vinyl roof of the US version
and with high output 2. For , the "" suffix was dropped. The Magnum name was revived in for
the model year, as a station wagon based on the Chrysler LX platform. Like the C SRT-8, it
featured the new 6. Motor Trend Test Results: [7]. It was essentially the same as the U. The C

Touring added an available 3. The C Touring was assembled in Austria. For the model year, the
Magnum received a facelift as well as an updated interior in line with that of the Dodge Charger.
The front fascia sported new aggressively squared off headlights and a smaller rectangular
grille more reminiscent of the Charger. The SRT-8 variant gained a new hood scoop. A new
bright red paint scheme was introduced. The new changes brought the car closer to its Charger
platform mate, away from the Chrysler On November 1, , Chrysler announced that, as part of its
restructuring plans, the Dodge Magnum would be one of four models discontinued after the
model year. Production ended on March 28, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model.
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Dodge Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle. The Dodge Magnum was part
muscle car, part grocery-getter, and all attitude. The Ford F , the Porsche , and the Toyota
Corolla all follow a formula for automotive success that rewards consistency over innovation.
And it works. Even when developing a new vehicle, manufacturers, like movie studios, tend to
stick with ideas that have a proven track record of success. This is to be expected. All creative
projects build on what has come before. And so it was with the Dodge Magnum. The trouble
with this approach emerges when otherwise successful ideas, like say a large engine, bold
styling, and practical application, are combined haphazardly or incongruously. People like
wagons, people like powerful wagons. So why then did the Dodge Magnum see such a short
production run? Two words: John Carter. The movie John Carter, based on the popular sci-fi
novels by Edgar Rice Burroughs, was intended to be the genesis of a new blockbuster franchise
for Disney. Unfortunately, the combination of derivative and muddled storytelling from the
filmmakers and alternately wooden and overacted performances from its actors produced a
historic flop at the box office. Today John Carter is best enjoyed ironically , a la Mystery
Science Theater , with viewers adlibbing their own comic additions to the unintentionally silly
dialogue. What does this have to do with the Dodge Magnum? You see, like John Carter, the
Dodge Magnum was intended to appeal to a mass audience, and the execution ended up being
so ham-handed that it struggled commercially. But, like the Avatar wannabe John Carter, there
turned out to be a small but devoted number of people out there who actually love their Dodge
Magnums. The Dodge Magnum was in many ways a throwback vehicle. It was a big, heavy
station wagon, like say the Ford Country Squire. It also had a big, growly V-8 achieving
impressive times, like its cousin the Dodge Charger. The novelty of the Magnum was in merging
these two themes. The Magnum ran But it also came with some serious muscle to move all that
car. It came with inch, 5-spoke wheels and Brembo brakes, as well as a stiffer suspension and
distinctive trim elements. Ultimately, the Dodge Magnum was a car born outside its time. Was it
the savior of the boring family wagon come two decades too late? Or was it the stylish
innovation to save us from an SUV takeover that ultimately proved too radical? Whether ahead
or behind the times, the Dodge Magnum was and remains a striking vehicle on the road. Its
stance is hunkered down like a square-jawed high-school wrestling coach squinting menacingly
at you from under its low roofline. If cars could talk, the Magnum would say, Come at me, Bro! It
wants you to underestimate it. The incongruity of a family station wagon with a growling V-8
and a mean disposition has always been the big appeal with the Magnum. Tinted windows,
massive rims, loud exhausts, and even louder stereos. So, why then did this powerful, practical,
stylish wagon not live to see the end of the decade? No one thing doomed the Magnum. Instead,
a combination of factors probably contributed to its demise. Take the styling. Some car buyers
liked the Dirty Harry grimace of the Magnum, but that low roofline meant short windows which
limited visibility for the driver and restricted light for rear passengers. Plus, the vaguely

tank-like lines were not what suburban moms were looking for in a family vehicle. Or take the
competition. Some reviewers hailed the Magnum as a serious, and seriously fun, challenge to
the hegemony of the SUV. A wagon was still a wagon, no matter the shape or how big an engine
you dropped in it tragically short sighted, I know. Poor sales numbers. As Chrysler prepped for
its merger with Fiat, they looked to trim its lineup and the underperforming Magnum, along with
the PT Cruiser, Crossfire , and Pacifica , got the ax. It trades out the German refinement for
some much-needed American swagger. I have owned 3 magnum wagons I still have my I love
the ride it still runs hard and smooth ride on the highways I have driven this magnum from San
Jose ca. I have owned 3- dodge magnums currently have. Best car ever. It pulls those
mountains like a champ. So glad to see all the love. For the magnums their my favorite realistic
vehicle. Kids love it wife. Hello sir how you doing , well my Nane is Barbara and I wanna know
are you selling your Doge magnum I love the car , Always wantedon by any chance are you
selling it if so how much please respond thanx stay Blessed. You can view listings of Dodge
Magnums on our website and find one that fits what you are looking for! Let us know if you
have any questions! Loved the Magnum first time I saw one. What a find! Have 65k now. I love
these cars! They both are so much fun to drive, the SXT would be a much better car if it only
had the slap 5 spd like the RT. My wife continually asks me to sell one, but they both have their
moments and uses. The SXT gets better mileage and is a great everyday car. Please bring them
back had a would love to get me another one please bring them back it a smoke gray smoke
gray come back. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
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Kershaw August 21, Dee June 9, I have my sxt with miles on her and still going, love this car.
David June 21, I love my 06 awd hemi magnum with over k and still going strong. Anonymous
July 1, They are great cars! Thanks for sharing! John Laughlin July 2, My 05 dodge magnum is
really fun to drive and I get compliments everyday. What color is it? Amy Williams July 10,
Francis Layton October 9, Post it on our Facebook page! James Mankilla July 15, What color is
your car? Barbara Bell July 29, TipTop August 27, It would be great if they brought them back!
Tom August 27, Anita Givens September 22, Maybe someday they will! Thanks for checking out
our blog Anita! Jeff October 4, Leave a Comment Cancel Comment Your email address will not
be published. Recent Posts. New Mitsubishi Outlander Revealed News. Top Base Trims of
Comparisons. Subscribe For the Inside Scoop! Most Popular. Rated 1 By Car Buyers. Get to
Know Us. All rights reserved. Refine your search. Sxt Se Rt 84 Srt-8 Automatic Station Wagon.
Gasoline Diesel 1. Hot Rod Hemi 53 Mini Truck 7. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. This
coupon does not waive any of the normal expenses out side the cost of the vehicle tax, tag, car
insurance, admin fee, lender charges, ect. Google Ads. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine
configuration.. This is a used blue light Dodge Magnum SE with , miles. Terrific condition and
has been very well maintained. For internet specials contact don westphal Arlington toyota has
been family owned and operated for more than 39 years and is a leader in both new and used
toyota car sales and service. Automotive has been family-owned and operated since We service
what we sell before and after the sale. All vehicles subject to prior sale. While every attempt has
been made to ensure the accuracy of the data displayed. See dealer for details. Special pricing
reflects a cash price. This vehicle was well maintained. It comes with a 2. This vehicle was
Florida driven it has only 96, highway miles. It's a full-size, American car with spacious cargo
capacity and available all-wheel drive. But the tag is too vague to mean much. There was a car
with the capability to wean the country off of suvs. Its bold, hot rod lines might scare some
people away, but its utility can't be denied. It's a full-size, american car with spacious cargo
capacity and available all-wheel drive. It's engineered for safety, styled for image and designed
for utility. If those aren't what people want when they buy an suv, what do they want? Powered
by a 6. Sxt models are available with all-wheel drive 28, The sxt comes with abs with brake
assist, all-speed traction control and electronic stability control, along with aluminum wheels,
tinted glass, cargo cover, and an eight-way power driver's seat. It's available in rear-wheel drive
only. Manual air conditioning is standard on the srt8, as are power-adjustable, sport-bolstered

front seats; cruise control; power locks, windows and mirrors; power adjustable pedals; esp;
antilock brakes with brake assist; and 20x9-inch forged aluminum wheels with goodyear f1
high-performance tires. The uniquely tuned, load-leveling, tauter and firmer suspension lowers
the srt8's ride height by half an inch. Brakes are vented disc front and rear. One of the several
paint colors, inferno red, costs extra Side-curtain airbags designed to improve head protection
for front- and rear-seat occupants, however, are optional It's a long, low, beefy station wagon on
a wide track with big bold grille and a chopped top. It would be an understatement to say the
magnum has presence. In fact, there is nothing like it on the road. The epa classifies it as a
sport utility. Others call this new direction a sport wagon. The headlamp units are a nice
integrated wedge shape. We like them better than those on the new chrysler , a magnum sibling,
which try harder to be retro. The srt8 gets a mesh grille insert surrounded by a blockier fascia
with a more aggressive air dam and enlarged, brake-cooling ducts. The wheel cutouts are
profound, especially imposing with the inch, spoke wheels on the rt and borderline brutish with
the srt8's inchers and ultra-low profile rubber. A big visual effect is created by the tinted glass
and roofline sloping back and pinching the rear window. This serves an innovative purpose. The
one-piece liftgate is hinged about two feet up into the roof, providing a vast and liberating
opening to the cargo area. It requires less ducking to reach things in there, and will be easier on
lower backs of all ages. Dodge lists the cargo capacity as We did, and the cargo area looks
wider, flatter, longer and easier to access than most suvs. It's usually the length and width and
flat floor that matter, and the magnum excels by those measurements. There was room to do so,
only 10 percent less than in the front seat, according to the sae volume index. In people terms,
the rear seat's measurements come within an inch of the front's except in legroom, where the
rear seat gives up just over an inch and a half to the front. There's plenty of head clearance
despite the roofline, which poses no rear visibility problem for the driver. Even so, the
chopped-top proportions left us feeling a touch claustrophobic. If anything, this is overkill, but
adjustable pedals can help people of small stature petite women, for example position
themselves farther away from the airbag-equipped steering wheel, lessening the chance of
airbag-related injuries. We found the regular seats generally supportive. However, all of the
seats were somewhat short in thigh support. The navigati
ford crown victoria radio wiring diagram
toro 72045 wiring diagram
96 accord headlight
on system's screen displaces the stereo faceplate, with controls for both functions arrayed
around the perimeter. There's also a sunglasses holder within the driver's reach. And speaking
of specialized holders, the optional cargo organizer keeps grocery bags from topping over and
incorporates a nook designed for holding a one-gallon milk jug. Strong sxt dodge magnum with
3. Motormall provides warranty with all vehicles to ensure full customer satisfaction. Good, bad,
no credit needed. Purchase the finest pre-owned vehicle possible at the best price. Westcoast
car and truck sales is one of the top dealerships in florida. Family owned and operated for 28
years. Deleon springs, fl ph: web: Calling all enthusiasts for this sleek and seductive dodge
magnum rt. Take pleasure in the buttery smooth shifting from the automatic transmission
paired with this precision tuned gas v8 5. With an incredible amount of torque, this vehicle begs
for someone to love it! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

